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This paper examines the impact of financial market imperfections on long-tenn produc-

tivity growth. It focuses on failures in markets for the sale of equity securities and hence on the 

failure of markets which help finns diversify the risks of real investment. The paper examines 

separately situations in which productivity growth is driven by learning-by-doing and where it 

results from the cumulative impact of explicit investments in technology by finns. In general, a 

multiplicity of steady-state growth paths exists with different growth rates along each path. The 

particular path followed by any single economy (and hence the growth rate of that economy) 

wiil depend significantly on policy interventions which mitigate effects of financial markets. 



Introduction 

This paper investigates the impact of financial markets on long run technological develop-

ment. The classical approach to such a question centered on the role of financial markets in 

determining the level of interest rates and the impact of interest rates on investments of all kinds, 

including investments in research and development. With perfectly informed and competitive 

financial markets, interest rates are determined by the interaction of real household savings deci

sions and firm investment decisions. Thus, in the strictest classical (and new classical) tradition, 

financial markets play no role indetermining the rate of technological development except in so 

far as they influence transactions costs in transferring funds from lender households to investor 

firms. However, international and interfinn differences in productivity growth which appear to 

be related to differences in institution al financial structures raise doubts about this simple classi-

cal description of the problem. Moreover, real financial markets appear to differ substantially 

from the neoclassical norm, being characterized by a wide range of information al imperfec

tions. l 

This paper, therefore, concentrates on the impact of informational imperfections markets on 

investment in productivity improvements. As a typical example, it examines the consequences 

of a situation in which the owner/managers of firms are better informed about their firms' future 

prospects than participants in financial markets at large. Under these circumstances, as demon-

strated by Leland and Pyle [1976], Stiglitz [1982], Myers and Majluf [1984] and Greenwald, Sti-

glitz and Weiss [1984], markets for the sale of equity shares in firms will function only imper

fectly and firms will be constrained in the amounts of equity capital that they can raise. Since 

l See Greenwald and Stiglitz [1986]. 
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these results are familiar, the focus of the paper is on how such finance constraints are likely to 

affect productivity growth. Consequently no attempt will be made to descrlbe explicitly the 

information al underpinings of the failure of equity markets. Instead, with the aim of simplifying 

the analysis as far as possible, we will assume that finns are unable to raise equity in external 

financial markets.2 

We also assume that owner/managers of finns are averse to bankruptcy, that production 

decisions entail risks (e.g. because inputs must be paid for before output prices are known) and 

that the se risks cannot be eliminated by trading in futures market (e.g. because, for informational 

and transactions cost reasons, futures markets are incomplete). The failures in equity markets 

limit the abilities of finns to diversify the risks of their operations and hence lead to the reduc-

tion in the level of such operations as an alternative means of risk management. Since the cur-

tailment of finn operations will limit the extent of on-the-job training and other learning effects 

as weIl as direct investment in productivity improvements, the capital market imperfections to 

which we referred earlier will adversely affect the overall rate of productivity growth. 

This model, in addition, to providing a possible explanation for differences in the rate of 

productivity growth across _ economies also provides possible explanations for three widely 

observed empirical phenomena. First, it accounts for the apparent absence of decreasing returns 

in the process of growth (if anything higher levels of development appear to be associated with 

higher rather than lower rates of growth3 ). Second, our model produces finn growth rates 

which, consistent with Gibrat's law, are independent of finn size. Finally, the model yields the 

widely observed cyclical fluctuations in productivity of the kind originally noted by Okun. 

2 We could equivalently assume that there are fixed, but positive, equity issue constraints. In practice, finns 
appear to rely to a very limited extent on extemal equity markets (see Taggart [1983]) and doing so appears to be 
costly (see Asquith and Mullins [1983]). 

3 See, for example, the historical data in Romer [1986]. 
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The paper consists, beyond this introduction, of three parts. Section one describes the 

behavior of firms and their supply decisions. Section two then embeds these firms in a general 

equilibrium model in which productivity growth is determined by aggregate learning-by-doing 

(similar to the specification used by Romer [1988]) and examines the properties of the resulting 

growth rates. Section three is a brief conclusion. 

L Firm Behavior and Aggregate Supply 

Outline of the theory of the Firm 

In this section, we present a simple model of the behavior of a risk- (or more precisely, 

bankruptcy-) averse firm, facing uncertain relative prices of the goods which it produces. The 

finn begins each period with an inherited net worth, or what we refer to as its equity.4 WorkersS 

are paid at the beginning of the period of production. If wage payments exceed the finn's 

4 The tenn "equity" has several related but distinct meanings. The tenn is of ten used to describe the market 
value of the finn's shares. This market value should be closely related to the use of the tenn here, but empirical 
results suggesting the "q" may deviate substantiaIly from uni t Y imply that, at any moment, the market value of the 
equity may differ substantially from the finn's "net worth." In the present model, the managers of the finn are 
assumed to pay no attention to the stock market valuation. This is obviously an extreme assumption, but one which, 
we suspect, fits the facts better than the alternative polar assumption usually employed, that finn behavior is 
detennined by the current market value of q. Since this number is highly volatile, the current market value of q 
may only be loosely related to the future market value at the time an investment project is completed. This is 
particularly true, given the asymmetries of information between the finn's managers and outsiders. Is it likely that 
the finn' s managers would base their business judgments more on uninfonned outsider' s valuation of the finn' s 
prospects than on their own inside infonnation? (The observed success of the "q" model may be a consequence of 
aspurious correlation; q will be high for finns that are doing weIl today, and these finns will also have a high "net 
worth." Our theory argues it is the latter, not the fonner, which largely detennines finn behavior. Of course, to the 
extent that outsider's and insider's views coincide, then a finn with good investment prospects will aIso have a high 
q; but now it is not q which is driving the finn behavior, but the underlying prospects, which are reflected in q.). 

At the same time, q is not directly relevant for the very short tenn concerns of the finn -:- q does not affect 
the finn's bankruptcy probability, though bad prospects will be reflected again both in a low q and a high 
bankruptcy probability. (Good prospects mayaIso make it less likely that the finn will be subjected to credit 
rationing, a concern from which we abstract in this paper.) 

To remind the reader of the specific way in which we use the tenn equity, we shall, from time to time, place 
the tenn in quotation marks. 

5 In this paper, we abstract from all inputs other than labor. However, we could easily incorporate other inputs 
assuming that, like labor, they are paid for before output is produced. 
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"equity" it borrows the difference. Note that the form in which capital is raised makes a differ

ence to the behavior of the finn. Equity entails no fixed obligation. Debt entails an obligation to 

repay a certain amount the next period. For simplicity, we will assume all loans are for one 

period only. If the finn is unable to repay the loan, it goes into bankruptcy. Since all production 

beyond the level which the finn can finance out of its own net worth is financed by debt, as the 

finn produces more, its probability of bankruptcy increases. The level of production balances 

the gains in expected profits with the costs associated with the increased probability of ban

kruptcy. 

In this theory, the balance sheet of the finn (its net worth) as weIl as the uncertainty faced 

by the finn (whether, in principle. diversible on the market or not) make a difference for finn 

behavior. 

We now present the details of the model. 

The Model 

Firms, identified by an index i = 1, .. ./, will be assumed to make decisions at discrete inter

vals t = 1 , ... ,T. At the beginning of each period, a finn inherits both a nominal level of debt, 

B/-l' and a "real" level of output, q/-l' from the previous period. We will assume that there is 

a one-period lag between the use (and payment) of inputs and the availability of output. Thus, 

q/-l results from production decisions made at the beginning of period t-l, but becomes avail

able for sale only at the beginning of period t. For simplicity, we will assume also that output is 

perishable and q!-l must all be sold at the beginning of period t. We will assume that the nomi

nal debt, B!_l, was incurred at the beginning of period t-l in order to pay for the inputs that 

were required for producing q!-l' Associated with this debt is a nominal contractual rate of 

interest R!-l determined at that time. Thus, nominal contractual repayments owed to 
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debtholders by finn i on entering period t are (1 + Rf-l ) Bf-l . 

At the beginning of period t competitive goods markets for the sale of qf-l open and clear. 

This determines the price pj at which finn i sells its inherited output, qj-l' The price pj also 

determines the nominal "equity" position6 of finn i at the beginning of period t since 

Aj == Nominal Equity Position of finn i at the beginning of period t 

== pj qj-l - (1+Rf-l) B!-l (1) 

The level of Af then determines the solvency of finn i. For some level of Aj sufficiently low (or 

negative) finn i would presumably be declared bankrupt and reorganized with appropriately 

negative consequences for the managers (or owners, if owner-managed) of the finn. For simpli

city we will assume that Aj < O implies bankruptcy, although a non-zero (either positive or nega-

tive) threshold could have been used without fundamentally altering the implications of the 

mode!. 7 

Simultaneously with the clearance of the several goods markets at the beginning of period 

t, loan and labor markets open and clear. These markets determine wt ' the real wage8 that finns 

must offer workers, and '1' the expected real return required by lenders. The expected real 

return, 't' then determines the terms on which loans will be made available to individual finns, 

typicallya schedule9 relating Rj to qj and Aj for a given expected real return and expected rate 

of inflation. Combined with expectations concerning future output prices and Aj, the se factor 

prices lead managers to select a level of output, qj, which, once workers have been paid, leads to 

6 For the moment we will ignore both equity sales and dividends. 

7 It should, however, be noted that the eomparative sratie propenies of a bankruptcy threshold below zero are 
both more complieated and less elearly determinate than those of a zero or positive threshold. 

8 Given the average price level determined by the individual P j prices, real wage levels determine also an 
equilibrium nominal wage. 

9 See below for detailed discussion on this point 
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a level of debt. Bj. and a contractual nominal return. R/. on that debt. Thus. this burst of simul

taneous activity at the beginning of period t produces levels of qj. Bf and Rj that firm i inherits 

at the beginning of period t+l. when the entire process is repeated. 

Within this temporal con text we will assume that 

[Al] firms produce output using only labor as an input with tf = ~(qj) where ~ is alabor require-

ments function 10 with ~' > O and ~"~ 0.11 Firms borrow to finance all production which 

they cannot finance out of their "equity." Total production costs are just P, wl~(q:). This 

means that borrowings are given by 

Bj = P, wt ~(qj) - A/ (2) 

[A2] the price level, pI. faced by an individual firm is determined by a sectoral random variable, 

il j, and the overall price level, P" where 

Pj= il/P"E (il j) = 1 (3) 

and il j, the relative price of the output of finn i, is LLd. with a distribution function F 0, 

and density f (-), 

[A3] if Aj < O, finns go "bankrupt" and the entire proceeds from the sale of qj-l are distributed 

without loss to debt-holders (i.e. there are no reorganization or liquidation costs to debt-

holders).12 ~ 13 

10 ~ could. of comse, easily be made to vary across finns. However doing this would merely complicate the 
notation without significantly altering the implications of the model. Note that ~-l is a production function of the 
usual sort. 

11 If there is increasing returns to scale, then t increases with q t but less than proportionately: 
12 Introducing reorganization costs has an impact on the results similar, but not quite identical. to the effect of a 

negative bankruptcy threshold.Also with reorganization costs firms will have an additional incentive (beyond the 
managerial penal ty) to avoid bankruptcy. 

13 In a fully dynarnic model, bankruptcy occurs only when the lender refuses to lend to the borrower (or the 
borrower refuses to borrow.) 1bat is, even if the firm cannot pay back its loans out of current proceeds. it will not 
go bankrupt uniess the lender refuses to lend il the amount owed. 

Our results are completely unaffected, however, if there is some other minimum bound (less than rero) which, 
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Given [A2] and [A3] lenders to finn i at the beginning of period t earn returns which are a 

random variable whose value is resolved only when prices are revealed at the beginning of 

period t+1. If Pj+l is high enough so that Aj+l C! O, then lenders receive a nominal return R/. If 

P!+l falls below the level at which Aj+l = O, then lenders receive a nominal return 

«pJ+lqjlBj) - 1}.14 Firms go bankrupt if what they promise to pay exceeds their income; that is 

when 

or, using (2) and (3), 

where 

and, thus, 

A i 

aj :: _t == real equity level of finn i at the beginning of period t , 
Pt 

ii/+1 == level of relative price in period t+ l, U 1+1 , 
at which finn i is just solvent 

Thus, real retums to lenders are, 

(1+Rj) [2] = 
Pt+l 

- i j 
U t+l . qt 

wtCP(q/) - aj 
if 

- i >-i Ut+l - Ut+l 

- i -i 
Ut+l < Ut+l 

(4) 

(5) 

if the film' s equity level falls below that level, it goes into bankruptcy. 
14 If Pt wrCP(qj) > Aj, then the fum is a net lender and the probability ofbankruptcy is zero. For the remainder 

of the paper we will focus on the ease where the reverse inequality holds. 
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Strictly speaking Pt +1, looking forward from the beginning of period I, is a random variable. 

However, in order to simplify the exposition, we will assume for the moment that there is rela-

tively little uncertainty about future price levels (as opposed to the relative sectoral prices 

. 15 
U/+l) and, thus, that 

PH1 = pt
e+1 == Expected price level at the beginning of period t+l (6) 

looking forward from the beginning of period t . 

Given equation (5), the expected real return to lenders to finn i in period t is 

(7) 

where pt
e+1 can now be substituted for P t +1 in the expression for U/+l' The flIst expression on 

the right-hand side of equation (7) represents the expected real return to lenders from those situa-

tions in which finn i is solvent in period t + 1. The second expression then represents the 

expected real return to lenders from situations in which finn i is insolvent in period t + 1. For 

detennining the appropriate contractual rate of return, R/, we next assume that 

[A4] Lenders are perfectly informed16 and risk neutral which implies that 

-' [ P
t 

] E[1+Rf] -e- = 1 + r t • 

PH! 

(8) 

Equations (4) and (8) can be solved for the equilibrium level of the contractual nominal 

interest rate, Rj, and the solvency relative price, ul+1 , as functions of q/, a/,wt • rt and Pt IPt
e+1 : 

15 This assumption may appear extreme and indeed will be violated in the next section of this paper. However, it 
can be relaxed without affecting the conclusions of the model in any fundamental way. Unfortlmately, the price of 
such relaxation is considerable notational complexity since it requires definition of a bivariate price distribution 
covering both aggregate and sectoral prices; hence the use of the present assumption. 

16 Clearly for the informational imperfections that interfere with the issue of equity to exist, lenders must not be 
able to use their information to purchase equity. The best way to interpret [A4] is that lending is done through 
institutions that are legally enjoined from purchasing stock. In any event, imperfect information on the part of 
lenders would intensify rather than alleviate the problems embodied in the model. 
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Rj = Rj(qj, aj, wl' Ptlpf+l' 1 +Tt ), (9a) 

u; = U;(qj, aj, w" Pt IPt
e+1 , 1 + Tt) . (9b) 

Then, substitution from (9b) into F(u) yields 

Probability of Bankruptcy == F [ii/(qj, al, wt ' p IPt
e+1 ' 1 + T,)] 

giving the probability of bankruptcy as a function of the decision variable, qj, the state variable, 

aj, and the parameters, wt (wages), PtlPt+l (the expected change in the price level) and Tt (the 

real interest rate). 

In deciding upon a level of putput, we will assume that the objectives of a finn's managers 

are described by the assumption that, 

[A5] finn's select q! in order to maximize expected real profits (i.e. total sales minus 

repayment to lenders) minus an expected real cost of bankruptcy, i.e. 

max [ p,U E[ p /+lq/ - (1 +R/) max [ [p, w, $(qj) - Al) . o]] -e/F (ii/+l ) . (10) 

Equation (10) is a simple way of capturing the hypothesis that firms act to avoid ban-

kruptcy. As we shall see, this bankruptcy avoidance behavior induces a kind of risk aversion; 17 

similar results obtain whether the se bankruptcy costs are viewed as real (managerial) reorganiza-

tion costs associated with bankruptcy or if we view finns as maximizing the expected utility of 

profits with the utility function characterized by a declining marginal utility of profits and 

decreasing absolute risk aversion. 18 

17 Strictly speaking this is true only if ejF is appropriately convex. in qj. Later we will impose conditions which 
will ensure that this is true. 

18 See GreenwaId-Stiglitz [1987]. 
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We assume further that 

[A6] Bankruptey eosts increase with the level of a finn's output: 

(11) 

This assumption is made largely for analytie reasons; similar results hold for other bankruptcy 

eost functions as long as expected bankruptcy eosts are eonvex in q/. There are, however, three 

economie justifications whieh suggest that [A6] represents a plausible simplification. First, as 

finns become larger they presumably involve more managers whose loss of position, income and 

power in the event of insolvency is likely to increase. Bankruptcy should, therefore, be a more 

serious matter for General Motors than for a local grocery store. Since q! is the only scale vari

able in the model, having bankruptcy eosts increase with q! is the only way to capture these scale 

effects. Second, a significant role of managers is choosing a level of output (in the model this is 

their only role). Bankruptey with high levels of output should reflect unfavorably on their ability 

to do this. Since bankruptey in the model is due to low priees, a high level of output in the face 

of these low priees may, retrospectively at least, imply unusually bad judgement by managers 

and may thus be unusually costly to their future prospects.19 Third, having bankruptcy costs 

depend on q! is necessary in order to ensure that the possibility of bankruptcy is never ignored. 

If there were a fixed eost of bankruptcy independent of the level of output, then profits, which 

are inereasing in output, may grow so large relative to bankruptey costs that bankruptcy becomes 

a negligible eonsideration.20 Since the purpose of this paper is to investigate the economic impli-

cations of eonditions in whieh managers (or owners) are penalized for bad outcomes and are 

19 This seems also likely to be true when firms suffer from degrees of financial distress short of bankruptcy. 
20 In any case, we must assume that there is an upper limit on output (or that $' increases sufficiently rapidly) 

and the bankruptcy costs co-efficient c is sufficiently large that a maximum for the objective function in [AS] exists. 
These technical assumptions are discussed in Appendix l. 
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affected by the possibility of these penalties, assumption [A6] is a convenient way of ensuring 

that these conditions are met. Moreover with the addition of fixed bankruptcy costs there are 

reasonable circumstances under which the fundamental implications of the model with [A5] con-

tinue to hold (see Appendix 1).21 

Given [A2] and [A4], the objective function of [A5] can be written as 

(12) 

Under these assumptions, a firm's real output is, therefore, determined by real wages, real 

interest rates, real equity holdings, and relative price uncertainty. The tirst order condition22 for 

an interior maximum can now be written as 

(13) 

where pj is the marginal bankruptcy risk of finn i in period t, i.e. 

[ 

d i] d-i i el _i uH 1 
Pt = -. F +cj(Ut+l) --o . 

dq! dq! 
(14) 

If P were zero, equation (13) would be the standard result that output should be increased to 

the point where the marginal product (1/$') equals the wage, taking into account the fact that the 

wage is paid the period before the output is received (and hence in present value terms, vie we d 

at the time of production, wage costs are wr (1 +rt ). Since p is positive, the impact of ban-

kruptcy risks is to restrlct output; these risks drive a wedge between expected prices (Le. 1) and 

marginal costs in the traditional sense (i.e. (1+rt )wl $'). 

21 The implied restriction in [AS] to a single period horizon is a matter of expositional convenience. The multi
period maximization problem is examined in Appendix I. 

22 There are several restrictions that have to be imposed to ensure that the second order conditions are satisfied. 
These are discussed in Appendix I. . 
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The Determinants of Marginal Bankruptcy Risk and Individual Firm Supply 

The marginal bankruptcy risk, pf, depends, of course, on the level of output. In addition, it 

is a function both of the level of "equity" of the fum as weIl as the subjective probability distri

bution- of the random variable llf+l' We can thus represent the supply function of a fum by an 

equation of the form 

qj = g j (wt , rt , af; vj) , 

where vj represents a measure of the riskiness of the distribution F. It is easy to verify that 

g! < O: real wage increases depress supply; 

g; < O: real interest rate increases depress supply 

Our main concem, however, is with the effect of equity levels and uncertainty (risk) on produc-

tion. It is possible to verify 

Proposition 1. The higher the leve! of equity, the lower the marginal bankruptcy eost (risk per-

miwn) pj, and hence the higher the level ofproduction. 

Proposition 2. lncreases in the degree of uncertainty result in an increase in the marginal ban-

kruptcy costs (risk premium) and hence in a lower level of investment. 23 

Under the assumption that 4> is linear, up to a capacity constraint, we can show that invest-

ment, as a function of the equity level aj, appears as in Figure 1. For the range within which the 

constant retorns assumption holds, the elasticity of supply with respect to finn equity is unity.24 

Accordingly, 

23 The precise rneaning of increases in uncertainty and the circurnstances under which Proposition 2 is valid are 
discussed in Appendix l. 

24 More generally, with dirninishing retums, the elasticity of supply is less than or equal to unity. 
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Proposition 3. At least near the capacity level, output is a concavefunction o/ equity leveis. 

These three propositions are the heart of the finn level analysis: they imply that, if for 

some reason, a firm's equity is reduced (e.g. because the prices at which the firm is able to sell 

its goods are lower than anticipated) then, in subsequent periods, the finn's output will be 

reduced. 

Moreover, our analysis suggests that for highly levered economies the output multipliers 

associated with equity injections may be substantial. For example if in equilibrium, equity 

represents one third of total capital (which in this circulating capital world is slightly less than 

output), then with constant returns to scale a $1 increase in equity will yield $3 ofincreased out-

put. Note that there are a variety of ways that such equity injections may occur; unanticipated 

increases in the rate of inflation (monetary policy) as weIl as certain pump priming activities can 

result in substantial increases in the equity base of finns. 

Later, we shall show the not surprising result that losses in equity will not instantaneously 

be restored, and thus the model has the immediate implication of persistence; a loss of equity at 

time t results in lower output, not only at time t, but in subsequent periods as weIl. 

The fact that the investment function is concave means that redistributions of wealth within 

the production sector may have deleterious consequences for production. Thus unanticipated 

increases in prices (say of oil) may have negative effects, and, at the same time, unanticipated 

decreases in prices of the same commodity may have negative effects. Propositions 2 and 3 

tegether imply that increased uncertainty - both ex ante (anticipated) and ex post - depress 

production. This will be true whether the uncertainty is due to concerns about real shocks 

(changes in technology or preferences) or to concems with the instabilities of macro-economic 

policy.25 

2S Since these policies generally impact different sectors differentially, uncertainty about these policies leads to 
uncertainty about relative prices. 
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Aggregate Supply. An aggregate supply function can be derived straightforwardly by 

summing the supply functions of individual finns. For simplicity, we shall assume that all finns 

have the same production functions ($) and face the same uncertainty (F). We can then write 

aggregate output as 

q t = g (w"r"a,I , ........ ;v ) 

We can approximate the expression by taking a Taylor series expansion around the average leve! 

of finn equity holdings (under our symmetry assumptions), giving us an aggregate supply func-

tion of the form 

qt = g (we ,rt ,at;v ,a) 

where cJl is the varlance of finn equity levels. The comparative static properties of this aggre-

gate supply function will, in general, miTror those of a representative finn's output (with the 

addition al effect noted that an increase in the dispersion of equity ownership will generally 

lower output). 

Since, in this model, output is restrleted as a result of the failure in the market for sharlng 

the risk of bankruptcy, it is plausible to think of higher output as implying an improvement in 

social welfare.26 

ll. General Equilibrium and Productivity Growth 

In order to simplify the model as far as possible, we will deal for the moment only with a 

constant-returns-to-scale technology in which 

26 Because increases in output are likely to have distributional effects. they may well not be Pareto 
irnprovements. We use the term "welfare enhancing" in aralher loose sense. Le. that gainers could more than 
compensate losers. 
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where n, is an economy-wide productivity index. Then the supply function for an individual 

firm becomes 

. [WI J. 
qil =g' -;;;,r, ,v:J af 

since under those circumstances output is linear in firm equity and actual wage levels can be 

converted to "effective" wage levels by dividing by the productivity index, nI' Aggregate sup-

pIy can then be written as 

qt = g [ :: ,rt • v) at , 

and the aggregate demand for labor will be 

Next continuing to make the model as simple as possible, we will assume that consumer 

behavior can be described by the behavior of a single, infinitely-lived re.presentative con sumer. 

Firrthermore, we will assume that this representative con sumer may borrow and lend freely at 

the competitive real rate of interest, r t , and consequently faces a single lifetime budget con-

straint of the form 

-L (Zt+j - Wt+j (,+j) 7t
'
,j = k, (15) 

j=O 

where 

Zt+j == real consumption in period t+j , 
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{Hj == hours worked in period t+j t 

1tt ,j == iI [-11 .] (and 1 for j =0) 
i=<l +r, 

and 

kt == real. wealth in period t . 

Finally , we will assume that the representative con sumer has a utility function of the form 

(16) 

where v' > O and v" > O and nI enters the utility function because technological progress 

increases the productivity of leisure as weIl as labor .. 

Under these circumstances, equilibrium in the aggregate market for goods and services is 

characterized by the conditions27 

rt =ö (17) 

and consumption equals output, 

(18) 

In addition, the supply of labor is an increasing function only of the wage in the current period, 

W t , and nt • The real wage is then determined by an equilibrium in the labor market of the fonn 

(19) 

where s is the supply function for labor.28 Finally, as a benchmark case, we will consider the 

rI 1bat is, the utility function (16) ensures that since the individual is willing to trade off a dollar of consumptian 
at time t + 1 for 1 +Ö at t , regardless of the levels of consumption of goods or leisure, the market rate of interest 
mustbeÖ. 

28 Nate that this formula can be used to reconcile the seeming discrepancy between laOOr supply studies based on 
long-ron time series (which suggest a backward bending laOOr supply curve) and cross-sectional studies which 
exhibit a general ly positive, but small, supply elasticity. 
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situation in which s (wr ,nr) can be written s (wr I nr)' i.e. productivity improvement in leisure 

are directly proportional to labor productivity improvements. This can, then, be solved to yield 

real wages as a function of aggregate output of the form 

(20) 

where 'P' = (11 s') > O. Finally, substitution from the labor and capita! market equilibria into the 

aggregate supply function yields a relationship of the form 

(21) 

which can be solved to yield 

(22) 

where H' = (ga /(1 - gw'P') = (ga S '/(s' - gw» > O. Thus, in each period output is determined 

by the level of equity and movements in output over time will be driven by movements in the level 

of equity where both are defiated by the productivity index nt . 

Equity in period t+l consists of equity in period t plus earnings on that equity (we assume 

that new equity sales less dividends are zero). In nominal tenns, 

Summation over finns and the taking of expected values yields 
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where unsuperscripted variables now denote aggregate quantities. Division by Pt+l to conven to 

real terms yields an equation for real equity levels in period t+ 1 of the fonn 

(23) 

Equations (22) and (23) together with whatever detennines "price shocks" (i.e. the variable 

Pi+llPt+l) now determines the dynamic behavior of output in the model. 

In order to examine this behavior consider the perfect foresight equilibrium in which 

expected and actual prices are equal. Then, af ter division of both sides by nt+l' equation (23) 

becomes 

(24) 

[ nt J [at ] =--G-v 
- nt +l nt " 

(25) 

It now only remains to specify how aggregate productivity improvement (n, I n,+l) takes place. 

We will assume that learning-by-doing underlies productivity growth and that learning-by-

doing is proportional to total employment Then 

(26) 

where "(~ 1, i < O, i' > O (by assumption). Substitution into equation (24), then yields 

[at + 1 J [ at ] [ at ] [at ] Ot+l == -- = "( -, v G - , v == J -, v == J (dt ' v) . 
nt +l nt nI nI 

(27) 
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which characterizes the dynamic behavior of the system. 

The model of learning which we have employed, though commonly used, has some strong 

assumptions and properties. We have assumed in particular that learning is economy wide; there 

are, in- effect, one hundred percent spill-overs. Learning by doing, it has long been recognized, 

gives rise to a kind oLincreasing returns or non-convexity, and increasing return s pose difficult 

problems for equilibrium theory. The singular case in which this is not true (in the absence of 

risk) is that where there are one hundred percent spill-overs.29 

Also, while other fonns of increasing returns pose problems for standard formulations (such 

as those of Romer [1988] and Lucas [1988]) they present no difficulty for us, for two reasons. 

First, risk- (or bankruptcy-) aversion implies that even with increasing returns to scale in produc-

tion, there can be more than one firm in the market in equilibrium. Secondly, our mode l can 

easily be extended to incorporate monopolistic competition (or other forms of imperfect com-

petition). 

Dynamic Behavior 

The dynamic behavior implied by equation (25) can be summarized in terms of Figure 2 

which plots ar+l(=at+l' nt+l) as a function of at (= at 'nr)' At low "effective" equity levels (i.e. 

low dr), demand for labor and wages will be low and profits correspondingly high. This willlead 

to relative rapid equity accumulation from reinvested profits and relatively low levels of produc-

tivity growth (Le. 'Y near one). We will assume that there exists an dt low enough such that 

J (dt ) > dt • Then as dt rises, wages rise, profit margins fall and reinvested earnings per "effec-

29 See Dasgupta and Stiglitz [1988J for an analysis of the imperfectly competitive equilibria which result when 
spill-overs are even slightly less than one hundred percent 
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tive" unit should fall. At the same time, the rate of productivity growth increases and conse-

quently "( falls. For these reasons, J (at) should at some point cross the 45° from above as shown 

in Figure 2. The point of crossing where 

d * =J(O*) 

represents a steady-state equilibrium at which the "effective" equity level is constant. At each 

such equilibrium (given a fixed "uncertainty" parameter v), the rate of learning-by-doing pro-

ductivity improvement is different and hence so is the growth rate of output. Thus, in contrast to 

most growth models in which steady-states differ according to the level but not the growth rate 

of output, different steady-states in this model are associated with different growth rates. 

Decreasing retums to the capital accumulation process do not arise in this model as they do in 

more conventional growth modeis. 

At the same time, cyclical disturbances in the model may have permanent effects both on 

the level of output and, in some cases, on its growth rate. 

First, even with Pt+l = p t
e
+1 in every period, deterministic cycles of multiple periodicity 

may occur if the slope of the curve, J, is sufficiently highly negative when it crosses the fony-

five degree line (see Figure 2).30 H these conditions are met the resulting "real" cycles bear at 

least a casual resemblance to the "wage-shock" models which have been discussed' at least 

informally, in the empirical literature. 31 Prosperity in the form of rising output and firm equity 

levels leads to both rising wages, which reduces profits and intemal funds flows. These in tum 

~ See Grandmont [1985] for a discussion of these cycles in a slightly different contexL 

31 Theoretical models in which growth depends on profits, and profits depend on wages, have been fonnuIated by 
Goodwin [1981] and Akedof and Stiglitz [1969]. 

Kaldor, Marx, and Rosa Luxemberg all fonnuIated models in which capital accumulation depended on profits. 
They seemed (implicitly) to have recognized the differenee between funds that were inside the finn and funds that 
were outside. But they had no theoretical model to motivate the distinction, and thus this line of investigation was 
dismissed, not because it bad been proven empirica1ly wrong, but because it was viewed 10 be simply too ad hoc. 
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ultimately reduce equity levels and output, which both restores profitability (as wages fall) caus

ing the cycle to begin again. 

If J' is always greater than zero, then no such cycles are possible and convergence to the 

steady~state is monotone. However, random price shocks, which lead to unexpected fluctuations 

in the real value of debt obligations and hence in real equity level, will lead to output fluctua

tions which persist over several periods. Consider, for example, an unexpectedly low level of 

P1+1 (i.e. Pt+1 < Pt+l)' From equation (24), this willlead to an immediate and substantial drop 

in equity levels away from the steady-state level, a* , (assuming that the economy started at a* ) 

with an associated drop in output. The economy will return to a* (and the associated "full

employment" leveIoutput) only slowly as a result of successive positive increments to dt • In 

the intervening period output and learning-by-doing are reduced and henee the overall produe

tivity level suffers a permanent set baek. In this ease, the growth rate eventually returns to its ori

ginal steady-state level, but the loss in produetivity improvement during the intervening period 

of low output is never reeovered. Thus, while the eeonomy eventually returns to the steady 

state, characterized by (a In)* , the value of nt at any date is different from what it would have 

been in the absence of the disturbanee. The stochastie process for the eeonomy's output exhi

bits, to use the fashionable term, a unit mot. 

Sources of Price Shocks 

There are innumerable possible ways to model the sources of these price shocks. The sim

plest is to assume that output is sold on a large international market and international priees vary 

in response to forces whieh are extern al to the economy in question. A more tradition al source 

of sueh "shocks" would be a monetary sector whieh determines the aggregate price level. From 

this perspeetive, an unexpeetedly low level of Pt+1 might be associated with either an 
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unexpectedly low level of money supply or, for some money demand specifications, with an 

unexpectedly low level of consumption demand. Explorations of the se phenomena are contained 

in Greenwald-Stiglitz [1986], but they add relatively little (at the cost of some complexity) to 

understanding of the basic characteristics of the model in question. Also, as we noted earlier, 

macroeconomic shocks, whether monetary or fiscal, will have effects not only on average prices 

but also on the relative prices upon which we focus in this paper. 

Comparative Statics 

The model can easily be used to analyze the consequences of a variety of changes in policy 

or in the environment. For example, structural changes in financial markets which assist in the 

accumulation of equity capital (shifting the function J vertically upward - see Figure 2) may 

increase not only the current level of output, but also the long term rate of growth of output. 

However, a detailed analysis of the steady-states of the model is most easily carried out in terms 

of a joint analysis of d (Le. a In) and q (Le. q In). 

As a point of departure in doing this, we will continue to consider the case of constant 

returns to scale. Then from equation (20) above 

,. 
q = g [\V(q), o , v] d . (28) 

If this relationship is rewrinen as 

d =q Ig (29) 

it can be described as an equity requirements equation. For any given levels of relative price 

uncertainty, v, and the discount factor, o, equation (29) describes the level of equity necessary to 

support a level of production qt. The elasticity of this relationship is 

q da d· d4 = l - d . gw . 'If ~ l 
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since gw < O, $' > O and d > O. This curve is plotted in Figure 3. 

Combining equations (24) and (26) yields a second steady-state relationship of the form 

d = ~4)4 (1-:(1+Ö)'I'(4» . 
1-~q)(1+ö) 

(30) 

This can be thought of as a steady-state equity supply equation. It represents the steady-state 

level of equity that would result from a steady-state output level 4 (given a discount rate, ö). In 

examining the slope of this relationship, there are three distinct effects of output ch anges on the 

supply of equity. Along the equity supply curve, 

(31) 

where e'Y is the elasticity of the leaming function with respect to output (which is negative since 

"( is defined as n, I nt+l and the productivity index n grows more rapidly at higher levels of out-

put) and es is the labor supply elasticity (which is positive since for our utility function there are 

no income effects). The first term in this expression (Le. 1) represents the direct contribution of 

higher output to higher equity levels through higher profits (profit per unit of output is always 

positive because bankruptcy risk holds output below the zero profit leve!). The second tenn, 

e'Y I (1-"«1 +ö), is a negative productivity growth effect; the higher the level of output the higher 

the rate of productivity growth and the harder it is to maintain existing leve Is of equity per effec-

tive unit of labor (remember that d, = a, I n,), The third term in equation (31) is a negative wage 

effect. Higher levels of output drive wages up which reduces profits and, hence, steady-state 

equity leveIs. Because these final two tenns are negative,32 the elasticity of the equity supply 

32 The term (1- (l+ö)'I') which represents expected profits per unit of output is negative because bankruptcy 
risk irnplies that firms always produce at a point of positive expected profit. Also, in the relevant region of the 
steady-state equilibrium ~1+ö) must be less than unity - see Figure 2 - and, thus, 1-"(I+Ö) is greater than 
zero. 
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curve is less than unity and may be negative. In fact, it is likely to be negatively sloped. With a 

labor supply elasticity of 0.5 and interest adjusted labor costs (i.e. (H·Ö)'V) of 75 percent of out-

put, the final negative term in equation (31) is minus six, which significantly outweighs (by 

itself) the initial positive term. 

A steady-state equilibrium occurs only where the equity demand function, equation (29), 

intersects the equity supply function, equation (30). Qnly at this point is the steady-state level of 

equity (per effective unit of labor) supplied by the corresponding steady-state level of output 

(again per effective unit of labor) just equal to the steady-state level of equity necessary to sus-

tain that level of output (Le. the equity demanded by that level of output). Analysis of the 

steady-state equilibrium in terms of these two curves is useful because it helps to isolate the 

consequences of various changes in the underlying parameters of the model (e.g. relative price 

uncertainty). 

It is immediately c1ear that in the model with constant retums to scale there is a unique 

steady-state equilibrium. The elasticity of the equity supply curve is less than one which is, in 

tum, less than the elasticity of the equity demand curve. Thus, whenever the equity supply and 

demand curves intersect, the supply curve, being less steeply sloped, must cut the demand curve 

from above and only one such intersection may exist. 33 

An increase in the perceived uncertainty of future relative prices. v, will in generallead to a 

33 Modifications of the basic constant returns to scale model presented here may easily lead 10 multiple 
equilibriurn. For exarnple, with a backward bending labor supply curved (ruled out by the simple utility function of 
equation (16), but certainly possible in practice) the equity supply curve may have an elasticity greater than one and 
hence greater than that of the equity dernand curve. Equivalently, with increasing returns 10 scale in production, the 
equity required to support a given level of production might increase less than proportionately with output (since 
input requirements would increase less than proportionately with output) and the equity demand curve would have 
an elasticity of less tban one. In both cases, multiple intersections of the equity supply and demand curves are 
possible. Note also that in the increasing returns case, increasing returns in production would still lead to weIl 
defined competitive finn output levels since bankruptcy risk would limit finn production levels. 
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reduction in the level of output and growth at each level of ti. If the increase in uncenainty is 

permanent, then the drop in output and growth will be pennanent. This is equivalent to an 

upward shift in the equity requirements (demand) equation. Greater uncenainty requires that 

finns have greater equity bases to support any given level of output. At the same time, the 

equity supply equation is not affected. Hence (see Figure 3A), steady-state output always 

declines, and as output declines so too do the rates of learning-by-doing and growth.34 A time 

path of output (adjusted for productivity, i.e. tlt ) may also be inferred, if finn equity levels are 

assumed to adjust only slowly to an initial uncenainty shock. In the "nonnal" case where the 

equity supply curve slopes downward, an upward shift in the equity requirements curve leads to 

a large initial drop in output which is then gradually (and partially) offset as finns accumulate 

equity (see Figure 3A). 

A shift in the labor supply equation affects both the equity supply curve and the equity 

requirements curve. An increase in the wage required to elicit any given labor supply will shift 

the equity requirements curve up and the equity supply equation down. Thus, steady-state out-

put and growth are unambiguously reduced, while steady-state equity levels may either rise or 

fall (see Figure 3B). 

lli. Conclusion 

The model described above is one in which financial market imperfections create a situa-

tion where certain kinds of financial capita! (in this case equity capita!) act as an independent 

input to the process of production and investment. Then, because this resource is generated 

endogenously by the interaction of financial and real markets, output and rates of growth depend 

34 Steady-state equity leveIs, ti . may either increase or decrease depending upon whether the equity supply curve 
is downward or upward sloping respectively. 
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on these interactions. Such circumstances would explain among other phenomena: 

(1) Why high rates of anricipated inflation (usually associated with high rates of relative 

price variability) have typically been associated with deterioration in observed rates of 

productivity growth. This would be an example of the kind of uncertainty shock dis-

cussed above.35 . 
(2) Why cyc1ical expansions are associated with increases in measured productivity. An 

unexpected expansion would lead to unexpected1y high price levels and an increase in 

finn equity (at the expense of debtholders). The increase in the level of "equity" input 

would then tend to increase the productivity of other inputs (hence, the widely observed 

Okun' s Law phenomenon). 36 

(3) Why finns tend to grow at proportional rates independent of their sizes (Gibrat's Law). 

Firm growth in the model is governed by equity accumulation whose proportional 

ch ange depends on factors other than size. But if these factors are fixed, Gibrat's Law 

holds precisely. 

(4) Why there are no apparent decreasing returns to aggregate output growth. Japan has 

seemed to grow for decades, without the kind of diminishing returns that conventional 

Solow growth theory would have suggested should have set in. (For more empirical 

evidence on this, see Romer [1986]). 

35 Unanticipated inflation affects the market directly: higher prices mean that finns pay back less in real dollars, 
increasing real equity levels and output Eventually, however, the economy returns to its old steady-state (although 
at a higher than otherwise level of ql and ni ). 

36 Our explanation is not inconsistent with models that attribute Okun' s law to labor hoarding. Those models do 
not explain why, if labor is a quasi-fixed factor and marXets are competitive, finns do not produce more. We 
provide an explanation, based not so much on finns' abilities to sell as on their willingness to produce. There is 
another explanation, based on the hypothesis of imperfect competition, with the degree of monopoly increasing in a 
recession. While we do not deny the possibility of imperfect competition (which can readily be incorporated in our 
model) the explana explanations for the cyclical variability in the degree of monopoly seem to us unpersuasive. See 
Hall [1988] and Stiglitz [1985]. 
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In our model, there are two factors offsetting the onset of diminishing retums. First, there 

is the direct effect of learning by doing: the more production, the more the learning by doing. 

Secondly, there is an indirect effect, as the increased productivity results in higher profitability 

and equity accumulation which translates, in time, into increased. output and productivity 

growth. 

Finally, it should be noted that models in which productivity growth results from active 

investments in R&D rather than passive learning-by-doing produce qualitatively similar results 

to those described above. In the se modeis, with risk averse finns (subject to decreasing absolute 

risk aversion) and equity market constraints, the level of R&D investment is determined by the 

level of finn equity which is determined, in tum, by the kind of dynamic process described 

above. 
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Appendix I 

Firm Supply Behavior 

Suppressing the time and firm subscripts for the sake of expositional convenience, a 

representative firm's optimization problem is to 

max [q - (1+r)(w$-a) - cqF (ii)] 
q 

(A-l) 

AIso we can rewrite equations (7) and (8) giving the nominal contractual rate of interest charged 

the representative firm as 

(A-2) 

In exarnining this decision problem it will be useful to look tirst at the constant-returns-to-

scale case, in which with a suitable choice of units 

cp(q)=q. 

Given (A-3), the decision problem of the representative firm can be rewritten 

max (a (1+r) + q [1- (1+r)w - cF (U)]) 
q 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

subject to (A-2) where h = (1+r)(w - (a/q». The tirst order condition can thus be written as 

(A-5) 

where we have made use of the fact that, from (A -2), 

z' = l-F (A-6) 

and 
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du = (1Iz') dh =-(l/z')(h - (1+r)w~')lq 
dq dq 

or, in the case under consideration where ~ = q. 

Equation (A-S) can be rewritten as 

du/dq = (1+r)a . 
q2(1-F) 

q =ac(l+r)f/[(1-F) (m-cF)] 

(A-7) 

(A-7A) 

(A-8) 

where m == 1- (1+r)w. The RHS of (A-8) is just a function of u, which, from (A-7), is just an 

(increasing) function of q . 

Solving for the Equilibrium Level of Output 

(a) We tirst show that, under a fairly weak condition to be given below, there exists a 

bounded solution to q. To derive this condition, we first need to observe that as q increases 

toward infinit y , h tends toward (1 +r)w and u approaches a unique finite limit Uo which solves 

the equation 

(l+r)w =uo (1-F(uo »+ J :xdF(x). (A-9) 
O 

The last step in this argument follows from the facts that in any equilibrium with positive output 

(1+r)w < l and that the right hand side of (A-9) increases continuously and monotonically to a 

limit E (x) = l as Uo goes toward infinity. Thus, as q goes toward infinit y, the probability of 

bankruptcy F (u) approaches a finite limit F (uo ) == Fo • In order that a maximum to the firm's 

decision problem exist, it must then be the case that, at the equilibrium level of real wages and 

interest rates, 

l - (1 +r)w - cF o < O . (A-W) 
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Otherwise the firm's objective function, (A-4), can be increased without bound. Thus, we will 

assume that c is sufficiently large that (A-lO) holds and consequently that there is a finite 

optimalIeveI of output. 

(b) For a > O, optimal output is positive (since a > O and l > (l+r)w imply positive 

profits with no risk of bankruptcy for small positive q); while for a = O, optimal q = O since, 

under those circumstances, h = (1 +r)w and F (ii) = F o for all q. Thus, if F is sufficiently 

smooth, the firm's objective function is locally continuous and twice differentiable at the optimal 

level of output}7 

Second Order Condition 

With a constant-returns-to-scale technology, the second order condition takes the form 

(A-Il) 

where f' is the first derivative of the density function f evaluated at the optimal bankruptcy 

point. At the optimalIeveI of output, therefore, 

(A-12) 

Note that since, in practice, bankruptcies appear to be relatively rare for moderate and large-

sized firms (Le. they occur with probability less than one half in any decision period), firms 

operate with bankruptcy levels in the lower tail of the price distribution; if that distribution is 

Single peaked, f' will be positive at relevant levels of output. This, in tum, means that (A-12) is 

satisfied. 

37 We will ignore the possibility that two locally separate values of q produce the same optimal value of the 
finn's objective function. 
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Note, too, that if the distribution F is eharaeterized by an increasing hazard funetion (i.e. 

f /l-F is monotonieally inereasing), then (A-ll) is satisfied globally. 

Graphical Solution and Comparative Statics 

With eonstant return s to scale, the marginal return to produetion, ignoring bankruptey eosts, 

is fixed (at what we have ealled m), while the marginal bankruptey eost, p. increases with q. At 

any maximum, the p(q) eurve euts m from below; the discussion in the preceding paragraph 

argued that normally there will be only one relevant interseetion, and provided a global eondi-

tion for a unique interseetion (see figure 4). 

The simplieity of the structure of the tirst order conditions makes eomparative statics 

analysis relatively easy. 

First, note that since, from (A-2), ii, the bankruptcy relative price, is a function only of 

a/q, P is a function only of a /q. Hence, an increase in a accompanied by an equiproportionate 

increase in q leaves p unchanged: With constant returns, d en q/d (n a = 1. 

Secondly, an increase in w reduces m (the marginal return from production, ignoring ban-

kruptcy costs), while from (A-2), at any q ,ii increases; so long as the second order condition is 

satisfied, this implies that p, the marginal bankruptcy eost, is increased.38 Thus, as figure 4 illus-

trates, output is unambiguously reduced. 

Thirdly, an increase in r reduces m, while, from (A-2), at any q, ii increases; again, so 

long as the second order condition is satisfied, this implies that p, the marginal bankruptcy costs, 

is increased, and output is reduced. 

38 dp/dw = ej dii/dw + (dp/dq)q2/a where dii/dw = (l+r)/l-F and (dp/dq) > O by the second 
order condition. 
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Finally, we examine the effect of an increase in uncertainty. This shlfts the values of / and 

F corresponding to any set of values of the other parameters. Straightforward differentiation 

shows that, at the optimum, 

dpldF = c + (m-cF)/(1-F) > O. 

At the same time 

dpld/ = (m-cF)I/ > O. 

We focus our attention on the situation where bankruptcy probabilities (in any period) are 

low. If an increase in uncertainty increases the likelihood of bad events (F and / both increase), 

then p will increase, and output· will be reduced. Even if F increases, but / decreases uncer-

tainty will increase p (reduce output) so long as the hazard rate is increased.39 

The General Case 

The first and second order conditions for the general case (</>" < O) as well as the compara-

tive static properties can easily be derived. We simply present the relevant formulae. 

(a) First order condition 

l-(l+r)w </>'=cF + C!(l+r) [a + w (</>'q -cp)]. 
q (l-F) 

Note that </>'q - </> > O since </>" > O and </>(0) = o. 

(h) The second order condition for an interior maximum is, 

- (1+r) w</>"~ - a ~ O 

where 

(A-I3) 

39 Denote the change in the distribution by dy. Then we can write the total effect on p as 
dpldy =cdFldy + (m-cF)d {n {/Il-F}/dy. Hence, so long as the cumulative of the bad states is 
increased and the hazard function is increased, p is increased. 
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R==I+~>O 
to' l-F' 

cq dh ,f2 

[ )
2 [ ) 

(l == (l-F)2 dq f + l-F ' 

dh (1 +r)w [A' A I] -= 't'q -'t'+a W 
dq q2 

and the' various distribution and density funetions (Le. F, f and f " the derivative of the den sit y 

function) are evaluated at U. A sufficient condition for this is that (A-12) holds. 

The eomparative staties follow along similar lines to those presented before. If we define 

m (q) as the marginal return to produetion, ignoring bankruptey costs, now m (q) is a deereasing 

function of q. Moreover, now, p is a funetion of w not only indireetly, through the effeet of w 

on ii, but direetly. NonetheIess, the bask qualitative properties remain. 

First, for a ehange in real equity, 

dq _ [ q) [ (l~ ) ~ O 
da - a (l + (1 +r )w $"13 

(A-14) 

where 

With deereasing returns (a Iq )(dq Ida) < l and proportional inereases in equity lead to less than 

proportional increases in output. In partieular, note that if marginalIabor requirements inerease 

greatly beyond some point, q,'q-<l> beeomes large and henee ~ beeomes small. Moreover q/a is 

becoming smaller and smaller. Henee, dq Ida eventually becomes quite small.40 

40 On the other hand, one cannot ensure that q is everywhere a eoncave funetion of a. The second derivative of 
q with respect to a involves, among other things, tenns in q,"'. about whieh we have so far made no assumptions. 
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For changes in wages, 

.E!L=_ [iL] [a:y+ (l+r)W($'lq)J3] <o 
dw w a+ (1+r)w$"J3 -

(A-IS) 

where. 

H $" = O, then (w Iq )(dq !dw) < -1, since w$ > a. On the other hand, if marginal costs increase 

very rapidly as a firm approaches its "capacity" limit (i.e. $" » $'Iq. $' q »$), then near "cap a-

city" (w Iq )(dq Idw) > -1. 

For changes in real interest rates, 

dq __ [-L] [al1 + (l+r)w($'lq)J31 <O 
dr l+r a + (1+r)w$"J3 J- (A-16) 

where 

Thus (w Iq )(dq Idw) ~ «(1+r )Iq )(dq Idr) and wages have a greater proportional negative impact 

on real output than interest rates. 

The analysis of the effects of changes in uncertainty parallels that of our earlier discussion. 

Inspection of the Mt order condition shows that so long as the uncertainty increases the cumula-

tive probability of bad state s (F) and the hazard rate f Il-F, the marginal bankruptcy cost is 

increased and output is reduced. 

More General Bankruptcy Cost Functions 

An obvious extension of the form of bankruptcy costs is to add a fixed component to the 
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bankruptcy cost function so that it becomes 

(A-l?) 

The comparative static results become, in general, more ambiguous. However, there are reason-

able circumstances in which those results continue to hold. 

For the case of constant-returns-to-scale in production, as above, a necessary condition for 

the existence of an optimal levet of output is that 

(A-18) 

We will assume that (A-18) holds (and in particular that cl > O). With the now modified ban-

kruptcy cost function, the second order condition takes the form 

2co! [dh) -(X+ - <O 
q (l-F) dq 

(A-19) 

where (X and dh Idq are defined ab ove with C (q) in its present form substituted for cq. Since 

the second term in (A-19) is positive,condition (A-I2), while necessary for (A-15) to hold, is no 

longer sufficient (N.B. with CRTS, the second order condition for the decision problem of the 

body of the paper is -(X < O). 

For an interior maximum at which (A-19) holds the impact of a change in the firm's equity 

level is described by the equation 

dq = [q] [ (X- Jl] > O 
da a (X-2Jl 

(A-20) 

where Jl == (co! Iq )(dlildh )(dhldq) and, since the second order condition requires that 

(X - 2Jl > O, (X - Jl > O. Thus, with constant-returns-to-scale, adding a fixed bankruptcy penalty 

does not alter the direction of a firm's response to an increase in equity (il remains positive), but 
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it does intensify the magnitude of the finn's response (since (a- Jl)/(a- 2Jl) > l). Similar 

results hold for output responses to changes in real wages, real interest rates and the price distri-

budon F. Therefore, to the extent that constant returns to scale characterize a finn's production 

technology - either because we are studying scale decisions or because we are concerned with 

levels of output below capacity over which marginal costs are roughly constant -- inclusion of a 

fixed bankruptcy cost does notfundamentally alter the implications of the model. 

More General Ut iii ty Functions 

A final obvious extension of the basic model is to settings in which firms' managers max-

imize over a horizon which is longer than a single decision period. For analytical purposes, this 

involves considering an objective function of the form 

(A-21) 

subject to (A-2), where E is a mathematical expectation, at+l is the firm's equity level entering 

period t+ l and V is a valuation function of the usual sort. Formally, 

where 1 + Tr+l is the random real return to lenders.41 Thus, (A-21) can be rewrltten as 

(A-22) 

subject to (A-2) with appropriate t subscripts on the variables. 

In examining this decision problem, the case of constant returns to scale is again the easiest 

starting point. With CRTS, 

41 This ignores dividends. However, including them would complicate the analysis without altering its 
implications fundamentall y. 
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Therefore 

h*t s optimal level ofht = (1+r,)(w, -a,lq*t) = (1+r,)(wt -lik,) 

which means that h* t, ii* t and F (ii* t) are independent of at. Thus, cq* t F (ii* t) is linear in at 

and the valuation function for the multiperiod decision problem is linear in at. With constant 

returns to scale, therefore, the multiperiod decision problem is qualitatively identical to a single 

period problem and the extension to multi period decision-making is straightforward, involving 

nothing more than a rescaling of the bankruptcy cost factor c. 

Unfortunately the same simplicity does not apply to the general case and here only the most 

general principals can be articulated. The flavor of these is captured best by abandoning the 

specific formulation of "bankruptcy" constraints since these no longer yield unambiguous results 

and simply as surning that managers choose output to 

where V is a general utility function, at+l is the end of period value of a firm's equity 

and at +l is now allowed to become negative in order to repay lenders. For this problem it is 

straightforward to show that (1) risk aversion leads to a reduction in output below what a risk 

neutral firm would produce and (2), if V exhibits decreasing absolute risk aversion, then greater 

finn equity levels lead to greater output. Thus, if a multiperiod decision problem generates a 

valuation function characterlzed by decreasing absolute risk aversion, then in general we should 

expect the results of the model (with respect to equity levels and output) to apply without 

change. 
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